
FISHING SOFT HACKLES

1. We'll start with the across and down method which is one of 

easiest and most productive ways to fly fish (slide: art work of 

angler casting to fish.)
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4. One of the easiest ways to tie on a dropper is to add it to 

the leader with a blood knot and trim only one end leaving 7 or 8 

inches of the other sticking out perpendicular for the dropper or 

bob fly (slide: CU of leader blood knot.)
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5. I suggest a long rod, 8 and 1/2 or 9 feet and floating line. 

Leader should be at least 9 feet. We'll start fishing at the 

head of a riffle, wading on the shallow side and fishing the 

deeper or holding water on the other. Before making a cast, pull 

some slack line off the reel and let it hang loosely in a couple 

of loops in your other hand.

6. Cast slightly up or across and let the line and leader swing 

downstream at the speed of the current. Try to throw a loose 

line, not a tight one.
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7. Follow the line down with the rod tip held low. This helps 

to set the hook when a fish takes the fly, although, in most 

cases the trout hooks itself in this style of fishing and these 

takes are quite hard and exciting. Often you will see the boil 

at the fly which is only an inch or two below the surface.

8. The distance of the drift should not be too long— perhaps 

down to 30 degrees. If you let the fly swing straight below you, 

you will feel a lot of false strikes and this is because the 

trout sees only a small part of the fly when it is hanging 

straight down in front of them. The best takes are in the upper 

part of the cast where the fish sees the whole side of the fly.

9. At any moment after you have cast, you may want to extend the 

length of the line for fish rising, for some nice water just 

below, or because it appears the fly is starting to drag too much. 

That was the reason for the extra loops.

10. (Slide: Multiple casters.) Move down a step or two and 

cast again and repeat the process the length of the riffle.

11. (Slides: 3 or 4 nice riffles) The best kind of riffle for 

this kind of fishing will be quite streamy with medium speed.

The surface will generally be broken. The whole river seems to 

move at the same speed.
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13. Slide: These first, preliminary instructions are usually followed 

when there are no fish showing or rising and when you don't know 

what kind of insects the trout feed on in that river. You could 

start out with a size 14 partridge and orange on the tail and a 

size 12 pheasant trail on the dropper. Light and dark or 

different sizes.

14. (Slide: Partridge and Yellow, big partridge and orange, 

waterhen bloa, Syl's midge.) If you see trout rise to certain 

flies, then try to match the color and the size; Partridge and 

yellow for yellow sallies, pmds, sulphurs. A big partridge and 

orange fur thorax for stone flies or caddis. A waterhen bloa for 

the early olive duns or baetis and the syl's midge for midges.

15. If you see no risers and no insects at all, just vary the 

two fly combination until some fly works.

16. (Slide: Books: shf and shfa) This is the basic fishing 

instruction of my first and second book, SOFT HACKLED FLY and 

SOFT HACKLED FLY ADDICT. Two years ago I wrote and published 

SOFT HACKLED FLY IMITATIONS, (Slide: Imitations) in which I took 

the idea of the simple and ancient two part fly and adapted it to 

the important hatches of Montana. I came up with 14 new or 

renewed patterns (Slide: 14 patterns) some of which are fished
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drag free upstream or down in a reach cast mode; and which are 

fished primarily to rising trout.

17. (Slide:f Natural midges) Some of the patterns work on the 

swing as well as drag free. We'll start with Syl's midge which 

could be called a soft hackled Griffith Gnat. The fly represents 

the midges we have in Montana which are the only surface food for 

trout from November until March or April. (Slide: Winter Madison 

shot.) This makes it easy trying to decide what the trout are 

feeding on because there is nothing else.

18. (Slide: Natural midge and size 14 fly) One of the nice 

things about the syl's midge is that you can fudge a little on 

the size. This is a size 14 and looks like king kong compared to 

the live insect...but fish take it regularly, probably 

representing several midges clumped together for you know what.

But I also fish a 16, and do well with both.

19. (Slide: 14 and 16 Syl's midge) The fly is versatile because 

it can be fished by the downstream swing like any of the early 

soft hackles, blind or to rising trout.

20. Well, we've already fished blind so let's fish the midge to 

rising trout on the swing. If possible, I like to position 

myself at about a 45 degree from the trout, (slide: fish and 

angler.)
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21. Then cast the midge two or three feet ahead of the fish, 

(slide: fish and angler with rod and line above fish.)

22. Let the current take the fly to the fish by letting out line 

or by shortening it, and make sure the fly passes his position on 

your side. Then, most often you can see him rise and turn towards 

the fly and submerge with it in his mouth. This system works not 

only with the midge but with the waterhen bloa, starling and 

pheasant, starling and olive, blue winged olive and mother's day 

caddis, (slides of those flies.) There are many situations in 

fly fishing where it is almost impossible to get a drag free 

float with a standard dry fly. Long distance. Whirlpools or 

eddies. And fishing in high winds. But these soft-hackled fly 

imitations fished across and down to rising trout can save the 

day and keep you from coming home empty.

23. Before we proceed to drag free fishing, I'd like to show you 

some slides of the mother's day caddis hatch on the Yellowstone, 

(Series of slides) which usually appears during the first week in 

May. Except for midges, it is probably the first good feed of 

the year for the trout and they are all up feeding ravenously on 

the insects. There are times when the caddis,will mat together 

like a carpet and come down the river, 8 or 10 feet wide and 15 

or 20 feet long. When that happens the trout stop feeding 

because they cannot see daylight. It is very difficult to fish a 

dry Caddis pattern because it gets lost in the melee, but a soft 

hackle or my new mother's day pattern will be pulled practically 

out of your hand. Ask my wife. Or Dave Hughes.
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24. (Slide of midge bank on the Madison) There are places where 

it is difficult to fish across and down like this boulder strewn 

bank on the Madison river. In places like these, (Upper Madison 

slide) I fish the soft hackled midge upstream and drag free in 

the traditional manner. In March, these fish will be feeding 

right next to the bank in less than a foot of water. The trout 

rest just under the surface and rise slowly to take a midge. In 

March, there are not many people walking along the bank. The 

rise looks like a rain drop and is hard to see. I prefer not to 

use an indicator, but rely on the light colored line to signify 

the take, or look for the rise to the fly by greasing it. Try to 

get about two rod lengths away from the trout to keep casts short 

and controllable. Throw a straight line so the take is obvious. 

When the fly lands, keep the rod tip low and raise it as the fly 

comes down toward you. This saves hand stripping.

25. Frequently you will find fish feeding practically at the end 

of the rod tip, which makes it almost impossible to put a nice 

drift over them. When that happens, I shorten the line so

that only a foot or so is sticking out the tip top and cast it in 

a chopping manner repeatedly to the trout. It's surprising that 

one of the chops will often produce a trout who might be as 

surprised as you are.

26. Knowing when a fish has taken you is perhaps the most 

difficult part of upstream, drag free fishing. The line 

traveling unnaturally upstream is a good indication, but even
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with an indicator there are times when the line seems to be 

standing still, not moving upstream or down. I've learned to 

tighten when I see this, because the trout has taken the soft 

hackled midge and just sits there with the thing in its mouth. 

If the fly were a stiff, thorny, traditional dry fly, there's 

good chance the trout would spit it out and you would have lost 

another chance at a trout.





FISHING SOFT HACKLES 

UP, DOWN AND ALL AROUND

1. We'll start with the across and down method which is one of 

easiest and most productive ways to fly fish (slide: art work of 

angler casting to fish.)

2. At V^rst it was done with three, four or more flies on one 

leader (slide: coiled up leader with three or four flies.)

3. Now, we may fish two at one time— one on the tail and one on a 

dropper, two or three feet up the leader (slide withs 2 flies.)

W

4. One of the easiest ways to tie on a dropper is to tie a blood

knot and trim only one end leaving 7 or 8 inches of the other 

sticking out perpendicular for the dropper or bob fly (slide: CU 

of leader blood knot.) ^  U i t -  <4 JTC- \ U M ^ _
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5. We'll be uslrfg a floating line and start on the shallow side 

of a riffle, fishing the deeper or holding water on the other 

side ./(Slide: same as one.)

6. Cast slighty up or stxstg&t-,across and let the line and leader 

swing downstream at the speed of the current (same slide.)

7. Follow the line down with the rod tip held low. This helps 

to set the hook when a fish takes the fly, although, in most 

cases the trout hooks itself in this style of fishing and these

- t o
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takes are quite hard and exciting. Often you will see the boil

at the fly which is only an inch or two below the surface (ŝ fne 

slide)

8. The distance of tjje drift should not be too long— perhaps

down to 30 degrees. If you let the fly swing straight below you 

you will feel a lot of false strikes and this is because the l 

trout sees only a small part of the fly when it is hanging 3 \ Z X T

straight down in front of them. The best takes are in the upper (fl
part of the cast where the fish sees the whole side of the flyT

9. (Slide: Drawing, Multiple casters.) Move down a step or two 

cast again and repeat the process the length of the riffle.and

10. (Slides: 3 or 4 nice riffles) The best kind of riffle for

this kind of fishing will be quite streamy with medium speed. — . ,

The surface will generally be broken. The whole river seems to 

move at the same speed.

1
11. (Slide: Drawing, mending) Often, however, you will find

more speed between you and the fly, creating a belly in the line 

which causes the fly to drag across the current and move towardyou at 

high speed. xkj>

12. (Same slider:) The drag can be eliminated for a time by 

mending the line upstream. Just roll the line over as you would 

a jump rope, kind of stiff and altogether like. This is the



12. (Slide: Drawing, mending) Often, however, you will find 

more waters between you and the fly, creating a belly in the line 

which causes the fly to drag across the current and move toward 

you at high speed. This slide is from Greased Line Fishing, 

which inflenced me quit a lot when I started fishing soft hackle.

13. (same slide) The drag can be eliminated for a time by 

mending the line upstream. Just roll the line over as you would 

a jump rope, kind of stiff and altogether like. This is the 

reason for fishing a floating line.

14. (Slide, downstream mend) You can also have slower water 

between you and the fly which will require a downstream mend, but 

this happens less often.

15. (slide: tftadgasaB^-oranqe partridge and pheasant tail.) 

These first, preliminary instructions are usually followed when 

there are no fish showing or rising and when you don't know what 

kind of insects the trout feed on in that river. You could start 

out with a size 14 partridge and orange on the tail and a size 12 

pheasant trail on the dropper. Light and dark and different 

sizes.

16. (Slide Partridge and yellow, partridge and orange, waterhen 

bloa, syl's midge.) If you see trout rise to certain flies, then 

try to match color and size: Partridge and yellow for yellow 

sallies, pmds, sulphurs. Partridge and orange fur thorax for 

stone flies or caddis. A waterhen bloa for the early olive duns
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or baetis, and the syl's midge for chironomids.

17. If you see no risers and no insects at all, just vary the 

two fly combination until some fly works.

18. (slide: two first books) This is the basic fishing 

instruction of my first and second book. Soft Hackled Fly and 

Soft Hackled Fly addict. Two years ago I wrote and published 

Soft Hackled Fly Imitations, (slide, imitations) in which I took 

the idea of the simple and ancient two part fly and adapted it to 

the important hatches of Montana."! I came up with 14 new or 

renewed patterns (slide: 14 patterns,) some of which are fished 

drag free upstream or down in a reach cast mode; and which are 

fished primarily to rising trout.

19. (Slide; Syl's Midge.) Some of the patterns work on the 

swing as well as drag free. We'll start with Syl's midge which 

could be called a soft hackled Griffith Gnat. The fly represent 

the midges (Slide: live midges) we have in Montana which are the 

only surface food for^trout from November until March or April. 

(Slide: Winter Madison shot.) This makes it easy trying to 

decide what trout are feeding on because there is nothing elsle.

20. (Slide: natural midge and size 14 fly) One of the nice 

things about Syl's midge is that you can fudge a little on the 

size. This is a size 14 and looks like king kong compared to the 

live insect, but fish take it regularly, probably representing
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several midges clumped together for you know what. But I also 

fish a 16, and do well with both, although even the 16 is two or 

three hook sizes larger than the real thing.

21. (slide: 14 and 16 syl's midge) The fly is versatile 

because it can be fished by the downstream swing like any of the 

early soft hackles, blind or to rising trout.

22. (slide: fish and angler drawing) Well, we've already 

fished blind so let's fish the midge/Sjtfrising trout on the 

swing. If possible, I like to position myself slightly upstream 

from the trout. Then cast the midge two or three feet above the 

fish.

23. Let the current take the fl_y to the fish by letting, out line 

or shortening it or b ^ 4 m p a s s e s  the 

trout on your side. Then, most often you can see him rise and 

turn towards the fly and submerge with it in his mouth.

24. (slides of waterhen, starling and pheasant, starling and 

olive, blue winged olive and mother's day caddis). There are many 

situations in fly fishing where it is almost impossible to get a 

drag free float with a standard dry fly. Long distance.

Whirlpools or eddies. And high winds. But these soft-hackled 

fly imitations fished across and down to rising trout can save 

the day and keep you from coming home empty.

25. (Slides: Caddis hatch) Before we proceed to drag free
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fishing, I'd like to show you some slides of the mother's day 

caddis hatch on the Yellowstone, which usually appears during the

first week in May. Except for midges and a few blue wing olives, 

it is probably the first good feed of the year for the trout and 

they are all up feeding ravenously on the insects. There are 

times when the caddis will mat together like a carpet and come 

down the river, 8 or 10 feet wide and 15 or twenty feet long.

When that happens the trout stop feeding because they cannot see 

daylight. (Slides: Hazel and Dave Hugheselt is frustrating to 

fish a dry fly caddis pattern because it gets lost in the hundreds

of live insec

Jay \pat,terr
i

or my got Hughes.

26. (Slides: Madison and lower madison) There are places where 

it is difficult to fish across and down. Pocket water and 

boulders mean upstsream fishing. In placess like these, I fish 

the soft hackled midge upstream and drag free in the traditional 

manner. In March, these fish will be feeding right next to the 

bank in less than a foot of water. The trout rest just under the 

surface and rise slowly to take a midge. In March, there are not 

many people walking along the bank. The rises look like rain 

drops and are hard to see. I prefer not to use an indicator, but 

rely on a light colored linge to signify the take, or look for 

the rise to the fly by greasing it. Try to get about two rod 

lenghs away from the trout to keep casts short and controllable. 

Throw a straight line so the take is obvious. When the fly
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lands, keep the rod tip low and raise it as the fly comes down 

toward you. This saves hand stripping.‘

27. Frequently, you will find fish feeding practically at the 

end of the rod tip, which makes it almost impossible to put a 

nice drift over them. When that happens, I shorten the line so 

that only a ;foot or so is sticking out the tip top and cast it 

in a chopping manner repeatedly to the trout. It's surprising 

that one of the chops will often prodce a trout who might be as 

surprised as you are.

28. Knowing when a fish has taken you is perhaps the most 

difficult part of upstream, drag fee fishing. The line traveling 

unnaturally upstream is a good indication, but even with an 

indicator there are times when the line seems to be standing 

still, not moving upstream or down. I've learned to tighten when 

I see this because the trout has taken the soft hackled midge and 

just sits there with it in his mouth.

30. (< / were a stiff, thorny, 

dry fly, there's a good chance the trout would spit it out and 

you would have lost another chance at a trout.
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